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Anti-Bride Etiquette Guide

The Rules—And How to Bend Them

By Carolyn Gerin and Kathleen Hughes
Following the best-selling Anti-Bride Guide and Anti-Bride Planner down the aisle
comes the essential, smart, and sassy etiquette guide for the not-so-traditional
bride. This feisty and straightforward advice book fills a huge gap in the wedding
etiquette market. A riot to read and packed with bold illustrations, it walks the bride
through everything from invitations and seating arrangements to money matters and
family feuds.
Whether fielding classic conundrums—how to pare down a
guest list, who pays for what—or decidedly modern
situations—the Maid of Honor is a man, the bride has
three fathers—Anti-Bride Guide offers sensitive advice
for skillfully navigating sticky situations. Inventive solutions for dodging outmoded traditions ensures that brides
will keep everyone from grooms to grandmothers happy.
For the bride who doesn't want to sacrifice the wedding
of her dreams or her loved ones' feelings, Anti-Bride
Etiquette Guide has the answers.
CAROLYN GERIN serves as Senior Editor for Destination I Do magazine, and is a regular
contributor to Here Comes the Guide magazine, and writes and manages the
Antibride.com blog. Her writing focus is: lifestyle, travel, humor, music, fashion, and
TV. She has a thriving practice as a copywriter, journalist, and marketing expert for
clients of every stripe. She is focused on creating and producing branded entertainment content, some of which encompasses the bridal genre.
KATHLEEN HUGHES is a freelance writer and principle of Gecko Associates Inc., a
consulting and recruitment firm in San Francisco specializing in technical and marketing writing.
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